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“The mobile apps market is continuing to go from strength
to strength with consumers spending more on apps each

year. Offering an unobtrusive ad experience for free apps is
still crucial, however, as app developers risk losing users

altogether if ads are not implemented correctly.”
– Zach Emmanuel, Consumer Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Enabling users to choose preferred type of ad is likely to improve experience on free apps
• Mobile app developers can work with Google and Xbox to produce higher-quality games

The mobile apps market is continuing to have strong growth, due to consumers downloading apps
regularly and spending more money. Revenue, particularly from paid apps, has risen significantly
compared to the same point in 2018.

Games continue to be the most profitable category, with Coin Master generating the most revenue out
of all apps on the Google Play Store in the first half of 2019. Meanwhile, Netflix generated the most
revenue during this period on the App Store, following on from the same result in 2018.

Mintel’s consumer research shows that social media and messaging continue to be the dominant two
categories of apps, although video and music streaming are popular with the younger generations. With
5G already available in limited locations, the new technology is likely to increase the importance of
video streaming apps. Consumers will not watch content that is continuously stopping and buffering –
as can often be the case with previous network connections – instead they will have a seamless
experience that could rival or better what they get with fixed broadband. The main barriers to this
trend though are the higher prices of 5G handsets and contracts and the currently limited coverage.
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Instagram adds in-app shopping feature
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Uber Technologies and Just Eat among highest ad spenders

Banks also spending heavily to advertise finance apps
Figure 15: Top advertisers, by total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on mobile apps, 2018
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Consumers prefer banner ads for free apps
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